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1NTRODUCTION

The Gulf of Bothnia has been subjected for decades to a heavy load from industry,
mines, municipalities, agriculture and forestry. Environmental poisons, above ali
chlorinated organic substances from the pulp and paper industry and metals from the
metal industry, the chemical industry and mines constitute a serious threat to the sea
area. The Committee for the Guif of Bothnia carried out a cooperation project round
the pulp and paper industry’s water protection questions in 1985-1988 and initiated
a new metal load project at its annual meeting in February, 198$. This report
summarizes the studies carried out on the metal load and its effects.

In 1988 the Committee for the Gulf of Bothnia aiso arranged for the planning of a
major research project entitled “The Gulf of Bothnia Year”. The plans include an
inventory of the supply of what from the aspect of marine biology are production
stimuiating substances and environmental poisons. This report on the metal load, and
any continued work on the subject, might also be of use to the research project.

In the autumn of 1988 the Scandinavian environmental ministers decided “that a
working group which inciuded representatives of Sweden and Finland should he
appointed to study the pollution load on the GulfofBothnia more closely and propose
suitable measures to reduce it”. Äccording to a joint decision of the Swedish and
Finnish ministers, the National Board ofWaters and Environment and the Nationai
Environmental Protection Board should, with the activities of the Committee of the
GulfofBothnia as a pointofdeparture, “illuminate the load situation in the Bothnian
Bay and propose a pian of action to reduce the discharge of pollutants in the area”,
This report on the metal load should be viewed as an interim report for the ministers
of the environment also.

An account of the load on the Gulf of Bothnia during the period 1972-1982, including
metal discharges from industry and certain river-bome metais, has been given in the
theme chapter in the in the annual report 11(1983) of the Committee for the Gulf of
Bothnia. The load during the two following years is summarized in the Committee’s
report “The Gulf ofBothnia - discharges from land and air, 1982-1984”. Correspond
ing reports for later years will also he published.

In the present report on the metal load, a hrief description is given of the established
occurrence of metais in the Gulf of Bothnia and the significance of the metal load,
the source and magnitude of the metal discharges, measures that are planned and
have been taken, river transport and deposition from the atmosphere. Extensive
literature and unpublished records on the subject already exist in both Sweden and
Finland. Only a few references to central and directly quoted sources are given here.
Special importance has been attached in the report to the discharge forecast up to
1995 and the need for additional measures in the future.

2. THE EFFECTS OF THE METAL LOAD TO THE GULF OF BOTHNIA

Metais are supplicd to the Gulf of Bothnia in various ways. Rivers carry along metais
which have been leached out in the course of natural disintegrating processes, metais
which have been discharged from industrial processes and metais which have been
deposited from the air in the run-off areas. Overdrainage of forest land and acidifi
cation of the soil probably contribute to the increased release and subsequent
transport of metais. Several industrial rnanufacturing plants and communities also
discharge water with a metal content directly into the sea. The metals deposited from
the air stem for the most part from industrial processes, motor traffic, etc. but to some
extent also from natural proccsses.
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The naturaj contrjbutjon ofmetals transported with river water to the Gulf of Bothnia
occur chiefly in bonded inaccessible form while the industrial effluents largely occur
in dissolved form. Zinc and cadmiurn are also transported to a large extent in
dissoived form in rivers. The dissoived metais are more easily accessible to aquatic
organisms.

Different rnetals are differcntly mobile, Lead and chromium are bonded compara
tively heavily to the bottom sediment, copper assumes an intermediate position while
arsenic, cadmium, nickel and zinc are more highly mobile metais, A certain propor
tion of the mohile metais ja also hended to the sediment near a point source but a
large proportion is spread over wider areas. Mobility is also affected by the pH of
the water,

As a ruie, water of iow salinity makes the metais more toxic and more easily
accessibie to living organisrns. The Gulf of Bothnia, with a salinity of only 0.3-0.6
% ja therefore more sensitive to metal pollutants than sea-water with a higher salinity.

Ari account of the Gulf of Bothnias content ofsome metais is given below.

Mercury

Ä remarkably high mercury content in sediment, 2-5 mg/kg dry matter (background
level 0.05 mg/kg dty matter), has heen measured in the deep areas in the southem
part of the Gulf of Bothnia. A high eontent is also present in the vicinity of oider pulp
and paper plants where the water is polluted by fibre sediment containing mercury.
The fibre banks are a potential source of methyl mercury emission. Higher mercury
concentrations are also present ja the sedirnent outside Rönnskär in the Bothnian
Bay.

The mercury content in anirnal piankton and Baltic herring has gone down since the
mid-1970s and the early 1980s. Outside Gävle Bay the mercury content in Baltic
herring muscle decreased from 0.23 mg/kg in 1980 to 0.025 mg/kg in 1985.

Ät the mouth of the River Oulujoki, below a chloralkali and pulp and paper plant,
the concentration of mercury ja the upper layer of sediment (0-2 cm) was 0.4-1.3
mgIk. Owing to earlier large-scale discharges, the ccncentration in the lower layers
vas as a rule higher man 3 mglkg. It is calculated that the sediment in this area may
contain up to 6,000 kg of mercury. The mercuiy concentration in pike in this area
declined from 1.2-1.4 mg/kg to 066-0,9% mg/kg in 1980.

Elevated mercury concentrations of 0.57-5.2 mg/kg, 0.10-0.77 mg/kg and 1.62-3.00
mg/kg respectively have aiso been rneasured in the sediment outside Kokkola, Pori
and the mouth of the River Kokemäenjoki.

Cadmium

Cadmium concentrations of about 1 mg/kg Ury matter (background level approx. 0.3
mg/kg dry matter) have been measured outside Rönnskär. A cadmium concentration
in Baltic herring liver of 1-2 mg/kg has been measured, which is higher than in the
Kattegat, for example.

Cadmium concentrations of 0.81-2.9 and 0.40-2.0 mg/kg have been found ja the
sedjment outsjde Kokkola and Taalinlelidas, Elevated concentrations in the biota
(Mesidotea and Macoma) have also heen found at the same places and outside Pori.
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Lead

Arsenic

The lead content of the sediment in the Gulf of Bothnia is roughly 60 mglkg dry
matter (background level 20-40 mg/kg dry matter). Outside Rönnskär, Iocal concen
trations are higher, between 200 and 2,700 mg/kg dry matter.

At the mouth of the River Kokemäenjoki and outside Taalintehdas, lead concentra
tions of 59-75 and 43-610 mg,fkg respeetively have been found in the sediment. The
content of lead in the biota (Macoma) is also elevated.

Round the primary smelter in Rönnskär, the arsenic content of the sediment is several
times higher than the background level (approx. 10 mg/kg dry matter). Arsenic
concentrations of between 400 and 1,400 mg/kg dry matter have been measured
outside Rönnskär. Elevated concentrations of arsenic have been found in the sedi
ment throughout the entire Gulf of Bothnia. Since arsenic is a readily mobile metal,
old sediment constitutes a potential source ofcontinued dispersion. Its extremely low
phosphate content makes the GulfofBothnia especially sensitive to arsenic pollution.
The arsenic content in animal plankton in 1979 and 1987 is shown in Fig. 1.

more than 20 .ug/g

15-20MW

D Iess than 15 ug

Torneå

Skellefteå

Tomeå

Vasa

Gävle

Fig. 1. Arsenic concentration in animal plankton, May-June, 1979 (ig/g dry matter).
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er corcei tra ions, (0 1 600 n g/kg dry matter, occut n the sediment
e’ önnskä but c es he e i copper on ent does not appreciably exceed the

ae r und level (‘p ro 40 r gPrg dry matter). In certain cases, copper may
i iute a %rniting facto; to h e on account of the high toxicity of copper ions.

q:c coneentrations of coor ha”e aise heen found in the sediment outside Kokkola,
th moutb nf the River Kokemäenjoki, Pofi and Taalintehdas, where the copper
rruent “aried between 36 ad 430. 77 and 145, 19 and 100, and 36 and 180 mg/kg
respectivelv, Eievated concentrations bave been found in the biota Mesidotea) and
BaLIic herring outsidc Kokkola,

Zinc

The zt’ic content of the sedim;nt is grtatly elevated round Rönnskär, where meas
ents show concentratio s of between 300 and 1,400 mg/kg dry matter, Other
t does not dif r rn 1 ‘om the backgiound level (approx. 125 mg/kg dry

ng t e finnish coast 1’ highe t zinc concentration in the sediment, 190-795
r J g beer 1 und outside Kolkola Zinc concentrations are also somewhat
e ‘vated locally i i the areas previously mentioned and at the mouth of the River
Kyrönjoki. The zinc content in the biota and Baltic herring have also been studied,
b t ily Mesidotea sampi s from Kokkola and Macoma sampies from Taalintehdas
s ( defirnte elevations by a factor of ahout two

Chromium

Th sediment in the Bothpan Ba’ iIon the Swedjsh eoast has a chromium content
of 12 mi’kg dry matter. which s of the same magnitude as the background level.
ieher non’entrations, 240 mg/kg dry matter, have been measured in Gävle Bay.
1 he cnLentration of chrornium n the liver of cottus quadricornis and whitefish,
‘d n th muscle of Baltic herring. has heen rneasured at 0.1-2 mg/kg dry matter,
bteh is the same as in the TCS! 01 the Baltic.

ut ide Tornio and Taal ntehdas, hromium concentrations of 40-166 and 41-230
Jkg respectively have ben found in the sediment. $omewhat elevated concentra

ave also heer 1 u id a okkola. the mouth of the River Kokemäenjoki and
o 1 vated cone n ration ol chromium have also been found in the biota

outs’de Pori Taalintehdas and the mouth of the River Kokemäenjoki.

fron

entration of iron in he sed irnent of the Gulf of Bothnia is roughly twice as
in the central parta ol tI Baltic (approx 40,000 mg/kg dry matter). This high

ncentration ol iron probably reflects the metal Ioad received via the rivers and the
errous sulphate effluent ciscnarged from the titanium dioxide factoiy outside Pori.
Measurements show that the sedirnent near the discharge point has an iron content
of 50.000-170,000 mg/kg. Concentrations nearly as high have also been found
outside Taalintehdas. In the biota (Macoma), the iron content has been elevated by
a faetor of about three. The iron content of the water layers close to the bottom outside
the titanium dioxide Laetory are also clearly elevated within a radius of 20-30 km
fiom the äischarge point (Fig. 2). The average concentration of iron in the southem
pan of the Bothnian Sea is 20-30 u.g/I.
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Fig. 2. Iron content of the water in the southem part of the Gulf of Bothnia outside
Kemira Oy Vuorikemia factories in the summer of 1986 gIg).

Vanadium and titanium

Elevated concentrations oftitanium in the sediment along a 70 km stretch ofcoastline
have been discovered outside the titanium dioxide factory. The highest concentra
tions found are about 540 times higher than in the reference area Pyhämaa). The
vanadium content is also elevated, although not to the same extent, The biota has an
elevated titanium content.

Effects of the metal load on living organisms

Bottom layers with no living animals can he found outside manufacturing plants.
The bottom fauna are completely eliminated or heavily reduced in an area of about
200 sqJun. outside the heavy metal smelter in Rönnskär and outside the titanium
oxide factory in Pori an area of 8-20 sq.km is entirely without water organisms or
with a seriously disturbed ecoiogical system.

A strongly increased frequency of vertebral column defccts in cottus quadricornis
has been found in the Bothnian Bay, particularly in the vicinity of Rönnskär,
Kokkola, the mouth of the River Kyrönjoki and Tornio. Other types of disease or
injury related to the effects of metal have also been noted in different species of fish.
Eye defects in Baitic herring have been found outside Pori as weIl as the flight of
fish from the area. The coastal zones play a central role as reproduction areas for
many species of fish. Sensitivity to the effect of metais is particularly high during
the reproduction phase.

A key map showing the occurrence of environmental poisons in Finnish coastal
waters is given in Fig. 3.

Surface Iayer (0-8 m) Intermediate layer t16-20 m) Bottom Iayer
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Fig. 3. The areas loaded with iron and heavy metais (1), the areas where mercury
concentrations iii pike are elearly elevated (2), and the areas loaded with oil and other
organic micropollutants (3). Metais present in higher concentrations in the sediment
or biota than in the reference area are indicated.

The situation in the Gulf of Bothnia is more serious than in other parts of the Baltic
owing to the high metal load from present and earlier discharges of effluent and its

SWE DEN

Tornio

OuLu

Ruuhe

Kyrönjoki estuury

HNLANO

Kokemäenjok estuary
MänyLuoto

3

Kym ijoki
estuury

eZnCu
PbCU
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low salinity, which makes the metais more toxic and easily available to aquatic
organisrns.

Owing to the slow water turnover, the harmful effects may remain Iong afier the
supply of metais has been minimized,

Special irnportance should be attached to reducing the load - and studying the effects
of arsenic, mercury, cadmium, copper, Iead, chromium, zinc and iron.

3. ANTHROPOGENIC SOURCES, MEASURES TAKEN AND MEASURES
PLANNED

3.1 INDUSTRY

Sweden

The industrial plants which discharge effluent directly into the Gulf of Bothnia or
which make sizeable contributions via the rivers and/or are situated on the shores of
the GulfofBothnia, and where emissions ofmetal to the atmosphere are considerable,
are presented below, Recent analyses of the wastewater from sorne pulp and paper
plants in Sweden indicate that they may be responsible for substantial metal dischar
ges. Sufficient data on which to calculate the metal discharged by the pulp and paper
industry into the Gulf of Bothnia is not available, however.

Sweden has presented to the Helsinki Commission a series of measures which it is
possible to take with the application of the best available technology in several
different branches of industry. (Report on Sweden’s plans and activities and the
results achieved conceming the Declaration which relates to the 50 % reduction of
certain discharges, 1989.)

The geographicai location of the sources presented below will he evident from the
map (Fig. 4). The magnitude of the discharges is shown in tabies 1-5.

The primary steel piant in Luleå. The plant ineludes coke plant, 2 blast furnaces, 2
basic oxygen furnaces, 3 continuous casting rnachines and rolling milis. About 1.6
million tonnes of commerciai steel is produced annually. The steelworks also has a
unit for surface treating sheet metal and piate.

Seventy per cent of the cooling water for hot rolling and continuous casting is
recirculated, The waste water undergoes sedimentation and is filtered in sand fflters
before discharge. A higher degree of circulation would probabiy resuit in reducing
the content of suspended substances to less than 50 g/tonne for the rolling milis and
10 g/tonne for continuous casting process.

Nearly ali the water from wet scmbbers for basic oxygen furnace flue gases is cleaned
and recirculated. The blast furnaces comprise the principal source of Pb and Zn
discharges into water, The blast furnace gases are wet scrubbed and the water
undergoes sedimentation before recirculation. The discharges would be reduced if
the degree of circulation couid be increased.

Large quantities of Zn leak out into the northern part of the Gulf of Bothnia from
blast furnace dust deposition. Through a more sealed deposition or other processing
of the waste, it would he possible to reduce Zn leakage from about 12 tonnes per year
to an estimated 2 tonnes per year.
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L Tannery

Q

Fig. 4. Metal emissions from industrial plants to the gulf of Bothnia 1987.

The basic oxygen fumaces are a major source of emissions of Pb and Zn to the
atmosphere. Through better separation of dust from the flue gases it would be
possible to reduce emissions from the basic oxygen furnaces from the present 0.3 to
less than 0.1 kg of dust per tonne of steel. Similarly, emissions from the blast fumaces
could be reduced from about 0,2 to less than 0.1 kg per tonne with improved suction
arrangements at pouring hole, ladle and tapping spout.

Metais are also emitted by the coking plant. The magnitude of these emissions is not
completely charted.
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Table 1. Wastewater from manufacturing plants discharged into the llminaBi and its runoff area
below the lakes.

Source kg/year

SWEDEN Hg Cd Pb Cu Zn Cr Ni As fe Cd

MIucs2) 1980 - 50 7900 3500 20000 .. - ,. -

1987 1 10 700 300 8300 150 200 -

1995 - <10 <700 <300 <8000 <150 - <200 .. -

Mhie wasto
dcposits2) 1980- - 30 - 1000 5000 - -

1995 - <30 - <1000 <5000 - - - .. -

Eaghocring
industtyl) 1987 - - 2 270 12 - - 30 3

Primry
mtIter1) 1980 347 2500 5800 5200 13200 - - 271000 .. -

1987 60 110 1800 6900 4400 - - 8500
1995 60 110 1600 2000 4400 - 8500 .. -

SeI pisati) 1980 - 90 250 790 9400 540 510 80 14050 -

1987 - 90 680 1360 27000 80 250 90 12090 -

1995 - 55 100 1000 4000 50 150 50 10000 -

FINLAND

Mhte1) 1980 - - - - 160 <100 - - 15600 -

1987 - - - - 150 5100 - - 4200
1995 - - - - <500 <1000 - * <4000

MInoa2) 1980 - 8 7 720 2250 1060 2910 - 15400 -

1987 - 9 7 470 2150 1000 220 - 9400 -

1995 - <10 <10 <500 <2000 <1000 - - 7000 -

Prhnary
mttcttorl) 1980 14 100 - 17000 51000 - 60000 590 750000 51000

1987 2 131 - 2400 18100 - 17600 95 190000 11800
1995 <5 <100 - <1000 <15000 - <15000 <100 <200000 <10000

Stocl piafitsi) 1980 - - - 28100 3000 370 - 167000 -

1987 - - - - 6900 2650 3120 - 42600
1995 - - - - <6000 <3000 <2000 - <40000 -

Chcmfcal
pbntsl) 1980 43 - - * - - - 56000 -

1987 28 - - - - - 58400
1995 <30 - - - - - - <60000 -

Tannery2) 1980 - - - - 2900 - - - -

1987 - - - - - 390 - - - -

1995 - - - - - <500 - - - -

total 1980 400 2800 14000 28200 129000 7700 64000 272000 1x106 51000
tot 1987 90 380 3200 12500 73000 9400 21000 8900 320000 11800
torecaat 1995 <90 <270 2400 <6000 <45000 <5500 <17000 8900 <320000 <10000

Emissions into the Bothnian Bay iii the area below the final sampling station of controlled rivers.

Emissions into the runoff area of the Botimian Bay between the final sampling station of controlled rivers and the system of takes.
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Table 2. Wastewater emissions from manufacturing plants into the Bothnian Sea and its runoff area below
the lakes.

Source kglyear

SWEDEN Hg Cd J’b Cu Zn Ct N As Fc Co 51 V

MInts0 1980 - 400 2300 7000 375000 400 - .. .. - -

1987 - 100 2300 1700 70000 800 - 100 .. - - -

1995 <100 <2300 <1700 20000 <800 - <100 .. - -

Moewastidposks 1980- 400 • 6000 500000 - - - .. - - -

1995 - 50 - 600 50000 - - - .. - - -

Stoel piirit? 1987 - - 20 70 <30000 2300 1000 - 68000 - - -

1995 - - <20 <70 <10000 <2000 <800 - <60000 - - -

Aiuminririnueitet’1 1987 - 1 20 10 50 6 39 - - 1 - -

1995 - <1 <20 <10 <50 <6 <39 - - <1 - -

Enginmedrigiadaritry0 1985 - - 9 1890 244 56 42 - 320 4 -

Enginerirlngindnmuy8 1987 - • - - 200 100 200 - - - -

Cbemical piria» 1985 4 - - - - 100 10 - - - - -

Tammary8 1987 - . - - - 400 - - - - -

FINLAND

Minna21 1980 - - • 17 - - 20 - 1600 - - -

1987 - - - 20 - - 140 - 1400 - - -

1995 . - - - - - - - - -

Pmarymeaiamnuter0 1980 - - - 6000 2800 1240 2050 - - - - -

1987 - - - 2200 1400 650 420 - - - - -

1995 - - - <2600 <1400 <700 <700 - - - - -

Pmarymctainmcltnr21 1980 4 130 200 3400 5600 - 9350 .. .. .. -

1987 3 150 1200 10900 7100 - 10900 1900 .. - - -

1995 <20 <200 <1000 <4000 <5000 - <4000 <3000 <20000 - - -

Engincering indnatry21 1987 - - - - 1400 35 380 - 500 - * -

1995 - - - - .. ,. ,. - .. - -

fltaninmdloxida 1980 9 12 2700 8500 155000 74000 24000 - 24<10’ 8100 3400 289000

pieni’1 1987 3 12 1400 2900 113000 57000 8800 - 18<10’ 4200 900 127000

1995 <10 <20 <2000 <2000 <60000 <40000 <6000 - <10<10’ <3000 <700 <70000

Oth.r chnmicai pieni0 1980 0.2 - - 8 - . - 16 - - - -

1987 0.1 - - 14 - - - 9 - - - -

1995 <1.3 - - <50 - - - <50 - - -

0thctcbamicaipirint 1980 51 320 945 5100 4100 - 350 3900 - - -

1987 26 305 480 4200 2700 - 3800 1400 - - - -

1995 <15 - - - - - . - - -

Tannoty0 1980 - - - - - 2500 - - . - -

1997 • . - - - 620 - - - - - -

1995 - - - - - <1000 - . . - -

TotM 1980 70 1300 6200 38000 1075000 82000 37000 .. 24<10’ 8100 3400 289000

Toisi 1987 40 970 5400 30000 726000 62000 25000 3400 18<10’ 4200 900 127000

Fotecart 1995 <50 <400 <5000 <13000 <150000 <45000 <12000 <3000 <10<10’ <3060 <700 <70000

0Emia&oria irito Iho Boibairin Soi in the eroa betow the Best aampting station of controtlcd rk’crn.
21Emianina into the runoff eroa o( the Boihelan Soi batweee liii Bani nempling atation of conlolied tivnrn and Iho aystem o lakon.
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Table 3. Wastewater emissions from manufacturing plants into mhip1 and its runoff area below

the lakes.

Source kg/year

FINLAND Hg Cd Fb Cu Zn Cr Ni As Fe

Steel ptant 1980 - - 1 100 - - - 47000

1987 - - 427 3280 1030 - - • 228000

1995 - - <300 <500 <400 - - - <8000

Mines 1980 - - - - • - - 40600

ffelsr) 1987 - - - - - - 20000

1995 - • - - - - - - <40000

Engineeringindustry 1987 - - - 30 5400 200 350 - 1000

1995 - - .. <4000 <500 <500 -

Totat 1987 - - 430 3300 5300 200 100 - 250000

1995 - - <300 <500 <5000 <500 <500 .. <50000

Emissions to Arehipelago Sea in the area below the final sampling station of controlled rivers.

Emissions in Archipelago Sea’s runoff area between the final sampling station of controlted rivers and the system of lakes.

Table 4. Metal emissions to the atmosphere fmm industrial plants in Sweden whose emissions affect the
atmospheric deposition in the Gulf of Bothnia 10 a considerable extent.

Source tonnes/year

Hg Cd Pb Cu Zn Cr Ni As fe V

Steet plant 1980 0.2 004 2 - 11 1 0.4 - 735 4

Luleå 1987 0.2 0,04 2 - 11 1 0.4 - 735 4

1995 0.1 0.02 1 5 0.5 0.2 - 400 2

Piimaiy smelter 1980 0.87 3.3 211 157 139 - - 65 - -

Rönnskär 1987 0.32 1,5 73 46 62 - 12 - -

1995 0.35 0.8 30 10 40 - - 8 - -

Steet plant 1980 0.03 0.01 1 0.2 3 2 1 - 7

Sandviken 1987 0.02 0.003 0.3 0.06 0.9 0.5 0.2 - 2.2 -

1995 0.02 0.002 0.1 0.03 0.4 0.3 0.1 - 1 -

*

Chloralkali plant 1980 0.16 - - - - - - - - -

ömsköldsvik 1987 0.04 - - - - - - .. -

1995 0.03 - - - - - - - -

Waste incineration 1980
Ume 1987 0.02 0.01 0.6 - 1.4 0.5 0.3 - - -

1995 0.01 0.005 0.3 - 0.7 0.2 0.1 - - -

Waste jncjneratjon 1980
Sundsvall 1987 0.001 0.002 - 0.01 - - - - -

1995 0.001 0.002 - 0.01 - - - - -

Total 1987 0.6 1.6 76 46 76 2 0.9 12 740 4

1995 0.5 0.8 31 10 46 1 0.4 8 400 2

of which 0.11 from factories which are now shut down.
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Table 5. Metal emissions to the atmosphere in Sweden.

Source Year tonnes/year
Hg Cd Pb Cu Zn Cr Ni As Fe V

Total 1970/73 5 25 2200 450 2500 800 250 160 30000 530
1977/78 5 12 1500 280 1200 160 180 130 7000 460
1985 5.5 5 950 70 560 75 50 40 5200 140
1987 3.5 3 750 55 360 45 45 14 5200 140
1995 2.5 2 550 30 300 30 40 10 4000 140

Dlstribution 1987

Mines 0.05 0.1 4 <1 <1 2 2 <1 3000 7

Metal-works 0.3 1.5 73 46 110 12

Ironworks and
steelworks 0.7 0.7 43 2 105 7 5 2200 5

ferro-allow
works 10 35 30

Factories and
foundries 100

Glassworks 3 1

Chloralkali
factojies 0.3

Refineries 4 12

Oitfiring 0.1 4 1 2 33 110

CoaI/coke firing 0.1 1

Wood/peat
firing 0.2 0.2 8 1 11 1 3

Refuse
incineration 1.5 0.4 15 2 25

Motor vehicle
exhaust emissions 600

Crematories 0.3

The steelpiant in Sandviken is scrap-based. The plant includes an eiectric arc fumace,
AOD converter, continuous casting machine, roiiing miii and pickiing shop. About
100,000 tonnes of steel, chiefly stainless, are produced annually.

About 95 % of the water from the continuous casting maehine and roiling miii is
reeirculated after cieaning in sand fiiters. Surface water is used as process water.
Cleaning of the rinse water from the pickiing process is carried out by neutralization,
floccuiation and sedimentation. As a resuit, the concentrations of Ni and Cr can be
kept at around 2 mg/1 in outgoing water. The discharge of metais couid probably be
reduced by reducingwater consumption. Water is discharged into a lake in the course
of the River Gävieån.

Extraction and cieaning of dust from the fumace and converter have been improved
during the 1980s. Hoods have been installed in the ceiiing. Cieaning is effected by
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means of fabric fiiters. Better extraction of the dust could he accomplished by
building-in the furnace and converter, for exampie, so that dust emissions were
reduced from the present 0.25 to about 0.1 kg per tonne of steel. This would resuit
in a reduction of the emissions of Cr, Ni and other metais.

pfjmarsmeIterinRöfljsiär is about 75 % orebased, About 100,000 tonnes of
copper and 100,000 tonnes of Iead are produced annually. Several by-products, such
as arsenic compounds, selenium compounds and sulphuric acid, are also produced.
The plant has a roasting furnace, electric smeiting fumace, converters, Kaido process
piant and electrolytic refining shop.

Ali process water with a metal content undergoes precipitation with sulphides and
lime as weli as sedimentation before it is discharged. A certain proportion of the
water is recircuiated.

Extraction and scrubbing of flue gases containing dust have been improved over the
past ten years. Further improvements, particularly more efficient extraction of
furnace gases, wilI he introduccd in the next few years. After dust separation and
scrubbing to remove mercury, the furnace gases are used for the production of
suiphuric acid, Wet scrubbers and fabric filters are used for separating the dust.
Surface fiitration filters have been instalied at some places. Dust emissions after these
fiiters are iower than 1 mg/kg. Mercury is removed from the gases by carbon filters
and seenium filters. Mter these cieaning stages, the mercury content is less than 0.09
mg/m (ndg).

The alumina smelter in Sundsvail produces primary aiuminium, Annual production
is about 80,000 tonnes. The factory has two piants with slightly different production
equipment.

Dust emitted to the atmosphere and suspended substances discharged into water are
estimated at containing less than 5% aluminium but no appreciable concentration of
other metais,

The mines responsible for the greatest leakage of metais are situated in Falun and
Garpenberg on the River Dalälven. The iargest volume of metais comes from old
waste rock and taiiings which have begun to disintegrate. Methods of covering waste
deposits with Iayers Iimiting the transport of oxygen and water to the waste, can
reduce the leakage of metais by about 90 ¾. Deposition of the waste in old
waterfi11ed mineshafts is also a way to prevent oxygen from reaching the waste and
so rcduce disintegration.

Metais are aiso discharged from ore dressing plants. The process water is recirculated
to a large extent in Swedish plants. Wastewater undergoes precipitation and sedimen
tation before it is discharged.

Metal emissions to the atmosphere take place chiefly from ore dryers. At many
Swedish mines the ore dryers have been replaced by air filters which give rise to no
emissions at ali.

Two chloralkali plants in Örnsköldsvik use the mercury method. Production is about
35,000 tonnes a year. A number of internal process measures have been taken to
reduce the discharge of mercury. Outgoing mercury-polluted water is treated by
precipitation with ferrous ehloride and hydrazine in combination with jon exchange.
The ventiiation air is not cleaned at prcsent. Mercury-free technology is avaiiable
and used at some other Swedish plants.

Waste incinerator plants in Sundsvall and Umeå. The plant in Sundsvall incinerates
about 8,000 tonnes of household refuse annually and the one in Umeå about 83,000
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tonnes a year. Both plants have dust separating equipment in the form of electrostatic
filters. Their permits will be reviewed within a year and stricter requirements are then
expected to be introduced conceming emissions of dust, mercury and other substan
ces. The blowing of lime into the flue gases andlor ilue gas condensation has been
introduced at several Swedish waste incinerator piants for the purpose of reducing
mercury emissions, etc.

Finland

Presented below are the finnish industrial plants which are situated in the runoff area
of the GulfofBothnia below the lakes and under obiigation to check their wastewater
for metal content, and also those which emit metal to the atmosphere which may be
of significance to the Gulf of Bothnia. The geographical iocation of the manufactur
ing plants and mines presentcd below wili be evident from the map in Figure 4.
Emission volumes are shown in tabies 1-3 and 6 and also in Fig. 5.

Tabie 6. Metal emissions to the atmosphere in Finland.

Year tonnes/year
Hg Cd Pb Cii Zn Cr Ni As V

1984 0.7 3.2 760 305 540 250 14$ 22 145

1986 0.7 3.3 400 305 520 210 180 20 145

1987 0.5 5.6 430 350 309 29 220 28 130

1)
Approx. 300 times from motor traftic,

The Clean Air Act came into force on October 1, 1982, It stipulates a notification
procedure. Plants canying on activities covered by the Act have to submit a written
report to the county administration, which may approve the plant-owner’s pian for
air pollution controi or issue special reguiations for the plant’s operations. Of the
factories described here, only the steel piant in Raahe and the ferrochromium and
steel piant in Tornio have received an air pollution control decision.

There are five ore mines in the runoff area of the Bothnian Bay. Operations at the
oldest mine stretch from the early 1950s to the transition into the 1990s. Two of the
mines, which began operations in the 1960s, will stili he worked around 1995. Of
the last two mines to start operations, which took p!ace in the 1970s, one was c!osed
after only 12 years of activity and the other will he closed around 1992. Ali the mines
discharge process, drainage and surface water into sedimentation basins. The water
is limed as necessary. Three of the four mines which are stiil active recycle a large
proportion of the sedimentation basin water and the fourth has intemal circulation
systems. Of the effluent, it is primariiy the discharge of chromium from the mine
near Kemi that must he the subject ofcontrol measures. For this purpose an expansion
of the soi! basins was put into service in 1988. The present permit is from 1985. A
new app!ication was submitted in 1988. Only one smaii mine, which began oper
ations in 1975 and ciosed down in 1987, exists in the runoff area in the Bothnian Sea.
At the Archipelago Sea there is only a feispar mmc where old mmc stockpilcs are at
present stili uncovered. Even though water qua!ity control has given no cause for
serious concem, the requirement of covering certain mmc stockpiles should never
theless he considered, if for no other reason than that of the !andscape.
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Fig. 5. Metal emissions to the atmosphere in Finland, 1986.
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began operations in 1968. The raw ma
terjais are obtajned from a mine near the town of Kemi. Manufacture is carried out
in electric arc furnaces and in hot and cold rolling milis, Production capacity is about
160,000 tonnes of ferrochromium and about 200,000 tonnes of fine steel annually.

Wastewater undergoes ncutralization and sedimentation in soi! basins, from which
water is recirculated and used in the process agap. In 1987 the amount of outgoing
process and gas washing water was about 12 m per tonne of fine steel produced.
Pickllng acids are regenerated for the most part. Efforts are made to keep regeneration
at a level of 80 %. Through the expansion of the wastewater basins that were put into
service in 1988, through an adjustment in the operation of the neutralization plant,
and through an increase in process water circulation, discharges of metal will be
reduced or maintained at the present level in spite of increasing production. The
Border River Commission’s permit was issued in 1988. The company has submitted
a new application for its growing production.

The decision concerning the factory’s air pollution control application was received
in January, 1989. The factory’s major discharges to the atmosphere used to come
from the sinter plant. This now has an efficicnt wet separator and emissions of dust
have been reduced from more than 900 tonnes to about 14 tonnes per year. At the
same time, the entire factory’s dust emissions have decreased from more than 1,300
tonnes (including 250 tonnes of chromium) to 280 tonnes (including 24 tonnes of
chromium) a year. Emissions from the electric arcfurnace are coiiected and cleaned
(max. dust emissions 0.3 kg/t steel) with new equipment which was installed in the
spring of 1989.

The stee1pint in Raahe began producing iron in 1964 and steel in 1967. Production
equipment inciudes a blast furnace and hot rolling miii and, since 1987, also a coking
plant. Production is about 2 million tonnes ofsteel annually.

Wastewater from the hot roiling miii and part of the continuous casting process goes
via sedimentation basins to a ciosed bay which serves as a freshwater basin for the
factories, This water is thus fully recirculated. Since the freshwater basin stiil has a
certain landscape and recreational value, the permit issued by the water rights court
neverthcless stipulates an upper limit for the volume of wastewater discharged into
it. The degree of circulation for the biast furnace’s and steel furnace’s gas washing
water is 95 % and 90 % respectively, but for that portion of the cooling water for
continuous casting that does not go to the freshwater basin it is 80% (these estimates
are for 1986). An improvement couid be called for here, even though it wouid be of
no importance for other metal discharges besides iron, The volume of outgoing
process and gas washing water dischard into the sea from the iron and steel plant
in 1986 was somewhat more than 10 m per tonne of steel produced. The permit is
from 1986. A new appiication should he submitted not later than in 1992.

The sinter plant is the major souree of emission. There are three sinter plants in the
works. Muiticyclones and electrostatic filters are used to clean the gases. In the blast
furnaces nearly ali the flue gases are coliected and cieaned with eiectrostatic fllters.
Small amounts of dust are stiil emitted to the atmosphere at times, however. The
smelting plant has three basic oxygen furnaces, ali ofwhich are equipped with venturi
scrubbers, Dust from the works contains mainly different iron oxides and oniy smali
quantities of heavy metais.

in southeast Archipelago Sea goes back as far as 1686,
when the country’s first blast furnace was put into operation. In the 1970s the factory
embraced a scrap-based steelplant, a foundry, a roiling miii and a wiredrawing miii.
The steelpiant and foundry were ciosed in 1983. More than 90 % of the wastewater
from the roiling miii is circulated and ali outgoing water is purified chemicaliy.
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Wastewater from the wiredrawing miii contains copper, iead, zinc and iron. In 1987
a wastewater treatment piant was put into operation. It has a purification efficiency
of 75$5 % in respect of copper, zinc and lead and more than 97 % in respect of iron.
Corresponding standard values for outgoing concentrations are 2.0 mg Cu/1, 1.5 mg
Zn/1, 1.2 mg Ph/l and 15 mg Fe/1. The permit is from 1986. A new application ought
to he submitted not later than in 1992.

The primary copper smelter in Harjavalta about 35 km from the coast in the Bothnian
Bay vas founded in 1944. Nickel has been produced there since 1960 and in 1987 a
preprocessing plant and attendant chemical unit were installed for recovering en
riched noble metais, Annual capacity is 100,000 tonnes of copper and 17,000 tonnes
ofnickel. The process embraces air furnaces, converters and electrolytic refining of
nickei. The factory has aiso recently taken over the production of sulphuric acid.

The factory has three circulation systems for water: a sedimentation basin for copper
siag, a closed cooling water system for the nickel plant, and a sedimentation basin
for the nickel furnace’s granular slag. Surface water from the factory area is collected
in a special basin. The biggest load from the factory has come with the surface water.
Treatment of the surface water and the sulphuric acid factory’s condensation water
through precipitation vas improved in 1988. The permit issued by the water rights
court is from 1978. The new application for a pennit, which is at present the subject
of inspection and expert appraisement, is expected to lead to a substantial sharpening
of the water consewation requirements and more effective purification of ali con
taminated water.

There are three chimneys in the smelting works. Gases from fumaces where copper
and nickei concentrates are dried, and the gases collected via hoods from the two air
furnaces, go to one of the chimneys. Electrostatic fflters are used to clean these gases.
The process gases are conducted to separate cieaning uniis and then used in sulphuric
acid production. The gases collected from converters via hoods go to the second
chimney. The process gases are carried to separate cieaning units and then used in
sulphuric acid production. Gases from electric furnaces go to the third chimney.
Diifuse dust emissions also resuit from the removal ofconcentrate and these comprise
nearly half of alI dust emissions,

When sulphuric acid production was taken over by the smelter in the autumn of 1987
it also took over responsibility for the metal emissions that had previously been
attributed to the jlizerJ1aflfctlrij1gpjanLjniarjayalta. It should also he noted
that corresponding changes in the em ission statistics are illusory and that in this report
they are reflected only in the forecast for 1995.

Further processing of the anode copper from Harjavalta has been carried out since
the 1940s at a i taliuries itinPori, where electrolytic refining of gold, silver
and selenium also takes place. In the same factory there are also roiling milis, a found
ry, facilities for surface finishing and the manufacture of chemicals. Different circu
lation systems and the precipitation and sedimentation of metais form part of the
water conservation measures employed. In future decisions, consideration should he
given to a sharpening of the Iimits for copper, zinc, nickel and chromium. The factory
is the subject of inspection and expert appraisement at the same time as the factories
in Harjavalta. The division of work between Harjavalta and Pori is the subject of
redeployment, which may have an effect on the water conservation decisions.

Emissions into the atmosphere from the hydrometallurgical processes are fairly
small. The largest emission volumes stem from nickel sulphate production.

The primty jelterin Kokkola began operations in 1962 with a sulphur factory and
a power station, In 1969 a cobalt factory and a zinc factory were started. By 1978
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both factories had expanded and begun production of the mercury, cadmium and
selenium by-products (1974) while the sulphur factory was closed down (1977).
Production of chemicals was started in 1983 and cobalt manufacture came to an end
in 1987. Present-day production volume is about 160,000 tonnes of zinc, 650-700
tonnes of cadmium, 130 tonnes of mercury, less than 10 tonnes of selenium and
9,000-10,000 tonnes ofchemicals annually.

Water conservation measures of the 1980s include improving the efficiency of
sedimentation basins, redesigned washing systems to reduce the mercury content in
flue gases, the collection and utilization of surface water in the processes from a 10
hectare large area, and circulation systems for cooling water. Since the cobalt roaster
was closed, most of the emissions now come from washing water and surface water
of different kinds, according to the company. Cobalt, copper, cadmium and iron
emissions in particular declined heavily during and after 1987. In the future, the
sources of the remaining ernissions should be mapped out and special attention drawn
to a further limitation of nickel and zinc emissions. The water rights court permit is
from 1981. The new application for a permit, which is at present the subject of
inspection and expert appraisal, is expected to lead to an appreciable sharpening of
the emission limits.

Gases from the roasting of zinc concentrate are cleaned after heat recovery. After the
hydrometallurgical process the zinc solution is cleaned and then passed on for electro
lysis. The zinc cathodes are melted and cast. Cadmium, mercury and selenium are
produced from the gas cleaning and solution cleaning residue in a by-product factory.

Gases with a sulphur dioxide content are passed on to the sulphuric acid factory. Ali
processes in the by-product factory are of ciosed type. The largest emission volumes
stem from the ventilation systems and heat output.

ti1izerfactorinLola began opcrations in 1945. In addition to slightiy
more than 300,000 tonnes of fertilizer a year, this factory nowadays also manufac
tures sulphuric acid, potassium sulphate and calcium chloride, In 1984 an experimen
tai plant for manufacturing pesticides was started and in 1987 a factory for fuil-scaie
production was put into operation. Raw material ore is fairly free from cadmium and
no metais are used in the production of pesticides. The mercury emissions stemming
from the suiphur dioxide gases used in the metal-work’s production of sulphuric acid
are nowadays small.

The titanium dioxide factory infj began operations in 1961. Production is based
on the so-called sulphate process. Production capacity has been increased to 84,000
tonnes annually. Ciystaiiized ferro sulphate has been systematicaily separated since
1974. The efficiency of the crystallization process was improved in 1980 by the ad
dition of a vacuum plant. A concentration plant for acid fiitrate was put into service
in 1984, foiiowing which ali filtrated acid (> 20 % concentration) and most of the
acid from the subsequent washing stages could be recirculated in the process. The
wastewater is dischargcd into the sea via the sedimentation basin through a 4.5 km
long sewer. The sedimentation sludge is iimed and stored in the factory area, The
factory submitted a new appiication to the water rights court in 1987. According to
the plans, recovery ofsulphuric acid wiIl be further improved. It is therefore expected
that emissions of both suiphuric acid and iron will he reduced by 30 % before 1991.
The company has plans to increase production capacity. In their pronouncement, the
water authorities required emissions to be reduced by 50 % of the 1987 level in spite
of the production increase and in conjunction with it or not later than 1995. It is
expected that emissions of other metais besides iron will be reduced to the same
extent.
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The processes are mostiy hydrometallurgical (only one calcining oven) and the
emissions are raw material (ilmenite) or product (titanium dioxide). Emissions of
heavy metais into the atmosphere can be expected to amount to several kg annually.

There is one chloralkali manufacturing plant in Oulu and another in Äetsä munici
pijy on the River Kokemiienjoki about 70 km from the coast as the crow flies. The
former plant began operations in 1957, the latter in 1939. The latter plant disconti
nued operations and closed down in 1984 and the factory still operating in Aetsä
dates ftom 1955. The factories use the amaigam process and currently produce a total
of slightly more than 100,000 tonnes of chorine per year.

Water protection measures include closed processes, renewed flooring and the
collection of ali contaminated water. Wastewater is purified chemically and, inAetsä,
also with ion exchangers. The water rights court permit in Oulu is from 1983. The
factory in Aetsä has recently been the subject of inspection and expert appraisal and
will be issued with a new permit within the near future. The limits for the factory’s
mercury emissions are expected to stay at the present level.

Emissions to the atmosphere are fairly iow. Capital investment has been made in
both plants with the aim of reducing mercury emissions.

Towards the end of the 1940s, the manufacture of jjs in Vaasa was started.
Seed disinfectant containing mercury was one of the first products. Nowadays, the
factory only formats and packages pesticides for agriculture and forestry. Other
chemicals and industrial safety accessories are also manufactured there. The pro
cesses are closed and the only outgoing water consists of cooiing and sanitary water
and process water from a chemical factory buiit in the 1980s. Metai discharges have
been caused mainly by runofffrom an old waste deposit. The total amount has been
less than 100 kg a year (chiefly copper and arsenic). The waste deposit is at present
being decontaminated. The factory’s permit is from 1987. Appiication for a new
permit must he made not later than 1994.

In the runoff area (below the lakes) on the Finnish coast of the Gulf of Bothnia there
are somewhat more than ten mechanical engineering workshops with their own
out1ow to the recipient. Ordinary purification requirements are 2 mg Cr/1, 0,05 mg
Cr /1, 1 mg Cu/I, 3 mg Ni/l and 3-5 mg Zn/l.

There are a number of leather factories in Kokkola, three ofwhich after long-drawn
out technical difficulties managed to get their chemical-bioiogical purification plant
to work in the 1980s. The others have been connected to the municipal sewer system
or have discontinued operations. The town has a chemical purification plant. On the
River Kokemäenjoki are two leather factories, one of which has a chemicai-biologi
cal purification plant and the other is connected to the municipai sewer system. It
should be possihle to keep the leather industry’s chromium discharge to water at the
same level as in 1987.

3.2 MUNICIPALITIES

There are at present eleven population centres on the coast of the Gulf of Bothnia,
each with more than 30,000 inhabitants (Fig.6). During the 1980s nearly 1.3 million
inhabitants have been connected to municipal or similar water treatment works
discharging straight into the Gulf of Bothnia. Biological purification with simulta
neous precipitation is uscd mainly in Finland while Sweden uses biological purifi
cation and biological purification with postprecipitation (Table 7). Ferro sulphate is
used mainly in Finland as the reagent while aluminium is used in Sweden.
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Tahle 7. Proportion of the municipal wastewater flow into the Gulf of Bothnia per
purification method in 1982 and 1986.

Purification method 1982 1986

Finland Sweden Finland Sweden
% 0% %

Biological-chemical 58 35 71 46
Biological 2 48 0 36
Chemical 36 15 29 1$
No purification 4 2 0 0

In connection with wastewater treatment, a large proportion of the incoming metais
are bonded to the sludge. According to a Finnish study, the metal concentrations are
reduced in connection with chemical purification as follows:
Hg 40...60 %, Cd 50,,.90 %, Pb 50...60 %, Cu 40...60 % and Zn 50.,.60 %. With
biological purification it may he assumed that the reduction is somewhat poorer and
with biological-chemical purification somewhat better.

The purification requirements are similar in both countries (I’able 8), as also are the
purification results (Table 9). In each case it depends on the method ofpurification.

Table 8, Standard requirements in regard to municipal wastewater purification
results.

Method BOD7 Phosphorus
mg/l red-% mg/l red-%

Direct precipitation 60-70 60-70 1.0 85-90
Simultaneous precipitation 15-20 85-90 0.5-1.5 80-90
Postprecipitation 15 90 0.5 90

Table 9. Purification results in Finland and Sweden for plants serving more than 200
persons in 1987.

Parameters Finnish coast of Swedish coast of
Gulf of Bothnia Gulf of Bothnia

mg/l % mg/l

BOD7ATU 26 86 17
Phosphorus 0.7 91 1.3
Nitrogen 23 33 17

Flow, million m3/year 101 123
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The present punfication resuit vis-a-vis BOD and phosphorus is satisfactory but in
Finland it is stiil considered possible to iniprove operations at existing plants and so
reduce emissions by about 30 % more. It can then be assumed that metal emissions
would also be reduced.

Environmental poisous, including metais, enter the sewer system with surface water
and also from households, industrial processes, laboratories and the like. At the
wastewater treatment plant, where they may give rise to disturbances, they are
difficuit to measure and difficult to control. In addition, their effect on the usefuiness
of the sludge is hard to judge.

Sources which particulariy load the municipal sewage systems with metais are above
ali engineering industry and surface finishing plants, photographic laboratories and
dental surgeries. In Kokkola and two other population centres further inland in the
Finnish coastal area are several tanneries which burden the municipal sewer system
with chromium,

In Sweden, the Swedish Water and Sewage Works’ Association (VAV) published
recommendations in 1983 for emissions of harmfui substances into municipal sewer
systems. For example, in regard to the process water from surface finishing in the
mechanical engineering industry, they presuppose efficient chemical purification
before connection to the municipai sewer system. In Finland, a cooperation project
in 1979 involving the authorities, research scientists and industry resulted in recom
mendations for the concentrations of harmful substances entering municipal waste
water treatment piants. The recommendations take note of trouble-free operation of
the wastewater treatment piant and also the utilization of sludge. The recommenda
tions of both countries are shown in Table 10. However, in each country it is the
municipality that decides on the demands which are made on the individual factory
or plant.

Table 10. Recornmended Iimits for metal concentrations in wastewater discharged
into municipal sewer systems in Swcden and Finland.

Sweden Finland
at connection point incoming to municipal
with municipal sewer wastewater treatment plant

mg/1 mg/l

Hg 0.002 0.005
Ag 0.5 0.1
cd o.oos 0.005
Cr 2.0 0.5
Cu 1.0 1.5
Pb 1.0 0.2
Ni 1.0 0.1
Zn 2.0 0.7
co 1.0
Se 1.0
Sn 1.0

The mercury, cadmium, lead, copper and zinc load from municipal wastewater
systems on the Gulf of Bothnia in the 1980s has been calculated in Finland on the
basis of the purification method used and the metal content of the sludge (Table 10).
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The lead ioad with surface water has been calculated as less than 10 % of the waste
water load. Nickel and chromium probably also occur in municipal wastewater but
no estimate of these emissions has been made. A summary of the metais discharged
into the Gulf of Bothnia in the early 1980s is given in Table 11. A summary of ali
the estimated municipai emissions from Finland and Sweden is given in Table 12.
The estimates are rough and have not been arrived at on the same grounds.

Table 11. Maximum municipal emissions of metals from Finland (SF) and Sweden
(8) into the Gulf of Bothnia during the first haif of the 1980s.

Area kg/year

Hg Cd Pb Cu Zn

Bothnian Bay $ 35 1,000 3,000
Sf20 40 1,000 1,000 7,000

Bothnian Sea 8 80 2,000 9,000
SF 30 50 2,000 2,000 8,000

The Archipelago Sea SF 30 30 1,000 2,000 12,000

GuifofBothnia 5 135 3,000 12,000
SF 80 120 4,000 5,000 27,000

Table 12. Estimated municipai emissions in Sweden and Finland during the first half
of the 1980s.

kg/year

Hg Cd Pb Cu Zn Cr Ni

Finland 100 160 5,000 6,000 35,000
Sweden 150 900 7,000 24,000 1,200 1,300

The emissions of environmental poisons can be substantially reduced at the same
time as the conditions for impeccable wastewater treatment plant operations are
improved.

This means that

— leakage into the waste water sewer is prevented

— wrong connections in the sewer system are corrected

— informational activities with the aim of preventing toxic waste from being
discharged into the sewage are carried out

— demands are made for the pretreatment of waste water from industrial processes

— the professional competence ofwastewater treatment plant personnel is developed
so that it corresponds to present-day requirements.

It should aiso be mentioned that the Helsinki Commission issued two recommenda
tions in 1988 concerning the reduction of municipai emissions by means ofefficient
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purification methods and concerning the reduction of emissions with surface water.
Both recommendations call for measures in line with those described above and
reporting to the Commission.

3.3 OTHER SOURCES

The Swedish Parllament has passed a resolution on a Pian ofAction against poliution
of the seas. According to the pian, emissions of metais must be reduced by about 50
% by 1995. Apart from steps taken in the iron and steel industry, metal-works and
refuse incineration plants to achieve this reduction target, measures will aiso he taken
in the following areas:

Batteries. Collection of batteries containing Hg and Cd. The Government decided
in 1989 that alkaline batteries shall not be aliowed to contain more than 0.025 %
of Hg. Combined with more efficient ilue gas cleaning at waste incineration
plants, these measures wiii resuit in a reduction ofHg emissions to the atmosphere
from 3.3 tonnes in 1988 to 0.3 tonnes in 1995.

— Motor vehicie exhaust emissions, The introduction of catalytic converters and a
reduction of the iead content in petroi wili reduce the emissions of Pb to the
atmosphere. Catalyzers are compulsory on ali petro1engined motor vehicies from
1989 model year vehicles, Lead emissions wili decline from 750 tonnes iii 1985
to about 280 tonnes in 1995.

— Pesticides. The use of pesticides containing mercury will not be aliowed with
effect from January 1, 1989.

Mining waste, Leakage from mining waste in Falun and Garpenberg to be reduced
by 90 %. This wilI reduce the metal flows in the River Dalälven.

— Tin organic compounds. Use on pieasure boats prohibited with effect ftom
January 1, 1989.

Fibre banks. Measures aimed at reducing Hg ieakage.

— Refuse with a metal content. Greater demands wiIi he made on deposition methods
to reduce Ieaching from depositions of sludge, filter dust, etc.

Work is aiso being carried on in Finland to implement as rapidly as possibie the
guidelines agreed upon in $candinavia and the Helsinki Commission and other
national ohjeetives.

— Batteries, The Ministry of the Environment and the centrai organization of the
municipalities have issued directives for the collection of batteries, In addition,
measures are being prepared to limit the Hg content in aikaline batteries, Marking
of batteries is planned as a joint $candinavian project.

— Motor vehicle exhaust emissions. Catalyzers will he compuisory on ali petrol-en
gined motor vchicles with effect from model year 1992 vehicles.

— Pesticides. The Ministry of the Environment intends as soon as possible to take
up with the Pesticide Commission the question of registering new seed disinfec
tants containing Hg.

— Tin organic compounds. When it comes into force, the new Chemicals Act wili
enable measures to he taken in accordance with the Helsinki Commission’s
recommendation 9/10 against the use of tin organic compounds on pleasure boats
and fish-farming cages.
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— Mine and industrial waste with a metal content. The requirement level is deter
mmcd from case to case in connection with granting permits. An inventory of old
deposition sites is to he made,

The deposition of metais in the Gulf of Bothnia is affected by emissions to the
atmosphere throughout Sweden and Finland and other countries. Emissions ofmetals
to the atmosphere throughout Sweden in 1978, 1987 and 1995 (forecast) are
presented in Table 5 and in Finland in 1984, 1986 and 1987 in Table 6 and in 1986
inFig.5.

4. RIVERS

Sweden

The concentration of various metais in Swedish rivers is measured by random
sampling every month. The llow rate is calculated on the basis ofdaily measurements.
In most of the rivers the metais stem mainly from decomposed materiais in the
bedrock. Lakes and marshes in the course of the rivers affect the metal flow by acting
as metal traps. The biggest annual variations in the metal flows which occur are due
aimost entirely to the way the rate of flow in the different rivers has varied from year
to year. The combination of dry and wet periods can also affect the metal flows.

Important point sources of metal discharges into rivers are a number of mines, both
discontinued and stiil in operation. The magnitude of metal emissions from waste
rock and tailings at discontinued mines is in many cases unknown. The rivers in
northern $weden which are primarily affected by discharges from the mining
industry, and by known discharges from discontinuedmines, are the River Råneälv,
the River Skellefteälv, the River Umeälv, the River Angermanälven and especially
the River Dalälven.

Swedish measurements of metal transportation in the rivers before 1984 are not fully
reliable. For this reason, the results of measurements carried out in the period from
1984 to 1987 are presented in tabies 13 and 14 as mean values or for the years in the
period when measured values are availahle for the respective parameter.

No estimates have been made of metal transportation from areas situated between
the runoff areas of the studied rivers.

Finland

Measurement of the metal transportation in Finnish rivers was begun in 1982. Before
this, the methods of analysis were not sufficiently accurate for the low concentrations
present in the rivers. from 1982 to 1986 the measurement programme embraced 22
rivers, of which 17 flow into the Gulf of Bothnia.

On account of the fairly wide and inexplicable variations in the measurement results,
the effects ofdifferent sampling and analytical methods were closely studied in 1987
(Smolander et al, 1988). The measurement programme was resumed in 1988 with
the methodological improvements which the study had suggested.

The Finnish methods of measurement and the results obtained in the years 1982-
1986, as well as the reservations which on the basis of the 1987 study and the
preliminary 1988 results can be made in respect of them, are described in the
following.
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Table 13. Metal transportation to the Bothnian Bay
19844987.

via the studied Swedish rivers,

tonneslyear

River runffarea, Cd Pb Cu Zn Fe Mn
km

Tome älv 35 000 0.8$ 5.3 36 153 11 800 630
Kalix älv 17 930 15 1$ 9 200 570
Råne äiv 4 160 2 2 1 590 71
Lule älv 25 545 33 41 4 100 460
Pite älv 11 155 37 204 2 300 108
Skeilefte äiv 11 600 0,12 1.8 11 45 1 220 128
Rickieån 1 670 0.01 0.1 1 3 360 18

Total 107 060 (1) (7) 135 470 31 000 2 000

Table 14. Metal transportation to the Bothnian Sea via the studied Swedish rivers,
19844987.

tonnes/year

River mnff area, Cd Pb Cu Zn Fe Mn
km

Ume äiv 26 540 0.28 7.6 26 70 4300 279
Öre älv 3 025 0.5 6 15 1 370 67
Gide älv 3 425 4 8 880 53
Ångermanäiven 30 365 23 31 4 250 357
Indalsäiven 24 685 0.21 3.9 63 160 1 460 138
Ljungan 12840 16 63 970 60
De1ångersn 2 010 1 3 100 7
Ljusnan 19815 20 50 2930 192
Gävieån 2 455 0.02 0.8 5 15 520 51
Dalälven 27 920 0.73 9.0 129 721 4 700 568

Torni 153 080 (1) (21) 290 1 100 21 000 1 800

Materiais and methods

Sampling was carried out once a month from 1982 to 1984 and more frequently in
the case of increased flows (flow-dependent) from 1985. A typical measurement
frequency for the different rivers was 8-12 sampies a year. The flow was measured
daily in ali the rivers studied. The metais were analyzed with AAS after precipitation
with Mg((OH)2 (Koroieff 1984). Mereury was analyzed with flameless AAS (eg
Verta et al. 1986). In 1987, ali metais were analyzed with direct AAS and using
Koroleff’s method.

Mnuai material transportation was caiculated for each individual river by multi
plying the mean monthly llow by the mean monthly concentration. In cases where a
monthly concentration was not available, it was replaced by the arithmetical average
of the reievant year’s mean monthly concentration. Figures for the coastal area and
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smali rivers that were not measured were calculated by linear extrapolation of the
average runoff per runoff area acreage that had been measured in nearby rivers,

Metal transportation m 1982-1983 and 19854986

The first attempt to estimate the maguitude of metal transportation iii Finnish rivers
was made on the basis of 1982-1983 data (Table 15, Pitkänen et al, 1988). These
figures probably overestimate the actual amount of most metais transported, since
not enough attention had been paid to contamination in connection with sampling,
transport, storage and analysis.

The estimated mean amount transported in the years 19854986 (Tabies 15 and 16)
is generaily smaller than for the carlier period. This is due chiefly to Iess contamina
tion in connection with sampling and more critical examination of original data. The
flow rate did not diifer much in the various rivers during the two periods and ean
therefore not explain the differences. However, it is possibie that the figures for
1985-1986 are also to some extent an overestimate of the actual transportation of
most of the studied metals. This is indicated by the Iatest resuhs from 1987-1988,
when special attention was paid to avoiding contamination in ali stages of the
sampling and anaiytical processes.

Comparability between the results of the direct AAS method and the co-precipitation
method were fairly good for copper. In the case of zinc, the figures for the direct
method were clearly higher than the co-precipitation method, for lead, cadmium and
chromium, the variations were fairly iarge but no clear systematic difference couid
be shown. This indicates that the transport values calculated for the metais are
uncertain and only show the magnitude of the Ioad.

Table 15. Estimate of total metal transportation to the Gulf of Bothnia via Finnish rivers
1982-83 (Pitkänen et al. 198$) and 1985-86 (Reinikainen & Pitkänen 1989).

tonnes/ear
Sea area runff area, period Cd Pb Cu Zn Cr f

km xlO

Bothnian Bay 169 000 82-83 1 30 90 300 - 75
85-86 1.3 19 66 410 65 63

Bothnian Sea 39 000 82-83 2 20 30 100 - 23
85-86 0.9 9 34 150 67 17

Archipelago Sea 9 000 82-83 0.4 4 10 30 - 9.5
85-86 (0.1) (4) 5) (30) (10) 15

GulfofBothnia 217 000 82-83 3 50 130 400 - 110
85-86 2,3 32 110 590 140 95

1) also includes the Swedish part of the Torne river’s runoff area.

Metal transportation is clearly correlated with the river flow. Äccording to the
calculations, outgoing transportation from the Finnish side of the Gulf of Bothnia is
concentrated mainly in two areas: the northeasterly area of the northern part of the
Gulf of Bothnia, to which 60% of the Finnish runoff area round the Gulf of Bothnia
flows, and the area outside the mouth of the River Kokemäenjoki in the southern part
of the Gulf of Bothnia.
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Table 16. Metal transportation to the Gulf of Bothnia via the studied
1985-86 (Reinikainen & Pitkänen 1989).

Finnish rivers,

River jesLya
runffarea, Hg Cd Pb Cu Zn Cr As F%

km xlO

Tomionjoki 35 000 < 0.07 3.1 13 37 13 13

Kemijoki 51 400 < 0.2 5.6 15 51 12 14

Simojoki 3 175 0.006 ftOI 0.4 0.9 4.2 0.9 1.5

lijoki 14 385 0.1 0.07 2,3 4,0 32 4.7 4.6

Kiminldjoki 3 $80 0.04 0.02 0.5 0.9 6.9 1.3 2.3

Oulujoki 22 925 < 0.09 2.1 6.7 32 5.5 4.2

Siikajoki 4440 0.03 0.03 0.6 1.6 12 2.8 0.3 3.8

Pyhäjoki 3 680 0.007 0.04 0.3 1.7 13 2.8 0.4 1.7

Kalajoki 4200 0.02 0.05 0.5 3.4 17 3.4 1.8 3.1

Lestijoki 1 335 .. 0.01 0.2 0.9 3.8 0.6 (0.1) 0.8

Perhonjoki 2 690 0.007 0.03 0.4 1.0 12 2.6 0.6 1.9

Lapuanjoki 4 110 .. (0.2) 0.6 4.4 62 2,4 (1.5) 1.9

Kyrönjoki 4900 0.2 0.2 0.6 4.9 52 4.7 2.3 2.8

Lappväärtinjoki 1 125 < 0.03 0.2 0.7 5.9 1.0 0.7

Kokemäenjoki 27 100 0.2 0.6 7.1 26 92 56 13 9.1

< concentmtion below limit of detection.

() unrellable due to insufficient samples (n/year 6).
.. too few sampies for calculation of transportation (n/year 4).

The River Kokemäenjoki is the only finnish river which is heavily loaded with metal
emissions from point sources (Oravainen 1987). Äccording to the emission statistics
for 1986 and river transportation for 19854986, the emissions correspond to the
following proportions of metal transportation in the river, expressed as percentages:

Metal Hg Cd Pb Cu Zn Cr As

percentage 31 85 2$ 34 9 6 16

Over and above the point discharges, this river is affected by diifuse sources and
polluted bottom sediment. The bottom sediment gives off apprcciable amounts of
mercury (Häkkilä 1987) and possibly other metais also which, particularly before
the 1970s, were carried into the river with the industrial wastewater.

The Rivers Kyrönjoki and Lapuanjoki, which are affected by acid Litorina earths of
alum, also carry appreciable amounts of As, Cd, Cu and Zn into the southerly part

of the northern Gulf of Bothnia (Verta 1984).

Conclusions

On the basis of Finnish experience, the following conclusions can be drawn about

the factors which affect the estimated transportation of metais in effluent discharged
into the rivers:

— The calculated transportation values presented in this report should be regarded
as guidelines. A serious indication of the uncertainty prevailing is the difference
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between the Finnish and Swedish estimates of metal transportation in the River
Tornionjoki.

— Large rivers clearly dominate the total metal transportation picture, even though
concentrations are usually larger in small rivers near the coast.

— Metal transportation is due to the flow in the river. However, owing to the
methodology employed and the comparatively low sampling frequency, the
available material is far too unreliable to permit calculations to be made of the
relationship between concentration and flow.

— Partly on account of the same uncertainty, the effects of diffuse sources (agricul
ture and forestry, atmospheric deposition, etc.) cannot be distinguished. The
effects of sea basins, bedrock, soi! and the like are also difficult to show, even
though they obviously affect the leaching of metais into the river. However, the
effects of a major metal leakage from the soi! can he shown in the rivers which
flow into the southerly part of the northern Gulf of Bothnia.

— The effects of the load from point sources is reflected in the transportation values
for the River Kokemäenjoki.

5. ATMOSPHERIC DEPOSITION

Measurement data are too Iimited for the deposition of metais from the atmosphere
into the Gulf of Bothnia to be determined with accuracy. Table 17 shows estimates
of the deposition of several different metais. The estimated values are based on data
from different sources.

Table 17. Estimates of the deposition of heavy metais into the Gulf of Bothnia.

Tonnes/year Bothnian Bay Bothnian Sea Total,
approx.

Cdl 3.1 7.7 11
Pbl 53 129 182
Znl 474 1,162 1,600
Cu1 146 358 500
Fe2 30 810 1,150
Mn2 90 220 310
Hg3 0.3 0.8 1
As4 4 6 10
Cr4 65 36 100
Ni4 24 54 80
V4 22 47 70

1. Deposition calculated on the basis of concentrations in rainfail at Hailuoto in 1987
for Pb and 1985-1987 for Cd, Cu and Zn.

2. Wet deposition calculated on the basis of concentrations in rainfail at Liehittaja
(1985). The values for Fe are probably underestimated.

3. Wet deposition of Hg is calculated on the basis of concentrations in rainfali at
Tikkakoski and Vindein (1987).
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4. WeL deposition estimated on the basis of studies of moss carried out in Sweden
and Finland in 1985. The values for As are probably underestimated.

Comparisons between measurcments of metal concentrations in moss in Sweden in
1975, 1980 and 1985 indicate that lead and cadrnium fallout has diminished in ali
parts of the Gulf of Bothnia while chromium faliout has increased somewhat in the
Bothnian Bay.

6, SUMMARIZING ASSESSMENT

Over a lengthy period of time the Gulf of Bothnia has been burdened with metais,
chiefly from metal-works, the chemical industry and mines. Taking into account the
developrnent of industry, it rnay he assumed that this load was at its heaviest in the
1960s. It was also at this time that attention first began to be paid to the danger it
represented to the environment. On the basis of sporadic measurements that were
carried out then and somewhat more extensive measurements in the early 1970s, and
on the basis of estimates presented by industry itself, the magnitude of the load from
mines and industry on the water in the latter half of the 1960s can he roughly
estimated, as has been done in the table below, By way of comparison, the level of
the corresponding load 20 years later is given in the table, as also is a forecast for
1995.

Approximate magnitude of the metal ioad from mines and industry on water in the
runoff area of the Gulf of Bothnia (below the lakes) in the latter half of the 1960s
and 20 years later, and a forecast for 1995:

Tonnes/year
Period Hg Cd Pb Cu Zn Cr Ni As F

x 10

1965-70 10.20 10.d5 200 200 3,000 30 60 2,400 50
1985-87 0.2 0.5 10 50 1,000 50 50 20 20
1995 (forecast) <0.2 0.2 <10 <30 <750 <30 <30 <10 <10

At least two conclusions can be drawn from the table, Firstly, emissions ofmercury,
cadmium, lead and arsenic from mines and industry discharged into water during the
20year period have obviously decreased by 95 % or more while emissions ofcopper,
z.inc and iron have decreased by 60.. .75 %. In regard to chromium and nickel, no
clear trend is discernible, Secondly, it can be established that extremeiy large
quantities of arsenic, zinc, Iead, copper and iron and, in relation to their toxicity, aiso
mercury and cadmium, have aiready been deposited and stored in the GulfofBothnia,
whjch is also evident from the elevated concentrations in the sediment and biota.
Accumulated quantities of chromium and nickel, on the other hand, have stili not
been shown to any appreciable extent,

The table above summarizes only a part of the load on the Gulf of Bothnia, This
should be compared with the total load on the Gulf from manufacturing plants and
municipalities discharging directly into the sea, from rivers and from the atmosphere
(I’able 18 and Fig. 7, page 39). From this comparison the following conclusions can
be drawn:

— Deposition of rnercury, cadmium and lead from the atmosphere in the 19$Os has
been of marked significance, even taking into consideration the fact that the
transportation of cadmium and lead has been calculated for only a few of the
Swedish rivers. The deposition of zinc and chromium is also comparatively
extensive.
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— River transportation ofmercury and cadmium is considerable. However, it should
be pointed out that the mercury concentration is below the detection limit in most
of the rivers and the estimate is therefore unreliable.

— River transportation of copper, zinc, chromium and iron has long overshadowed
other sources, which are stili far from insignificant, however.

— Direct emissions of chromium and arsenic into the sea, and possibly also the
emission of nickel, also comprise a substantial addition to the total load,

Table 1$. The total load on the Gulf of Bothnia from sewage, rivers and atmospheric
deposition round the mid-19$Os.

A. Northern part of the Gulf of Bothnia

tonnes/year
Hg Cd Pb Cu Zn Cr Ni As Fe

Industry
Sweden(1987) 0.06 0.20 2.5 8.3 32 0.1 0.3 8.6
Finland (1987) 0.03 0.13 - 2.4 22 7.8 21 0.1 300

Municipalities
Sweden (1980-83) .. 0.04 <0.5 1 3 <0.5 <0.5 -

Finland (1980-83) <0.02 <0.04 <1 <1 <7 .. .. -

Rivers
Sweden (1984-87) <1 <1 2 99 313 .. .. .. 19000
Finland (1985-86) <1 1.2 16 53 370 52 .. .. 50000
Tornionjoki’ < 0.07 3.1 13 37 13 .. .. 13000

Deposition
Aggregate 0.3 3.1 53 140 470 65 24 4 330
(_9$4$7)2)

B. Southern part of the Gulf of Bothnia and Archipelago Sea

tonnes/year

Hg Cd Pb Cd Zn Cr Ni As Fe

Industry
Sweden (1987) <0.01 0.00 0.0 2 0.3 0.2 0.1 - -

Finland (1987) 0.00 0.01 1.8 8.4 115 58 9.2 - 18000

Municipalities
Sweden (1980-83) .. 0.08 <0.5 2 9 <0.5 <0.5 -

Finland (1980-83) <0.06 <0.08 <3 <4 <20 .. .. -

Rivers
Sweden(1984-87) <1 1 21 290 1100 .. .. .. 21000
Finland (1985-86) <1 1 13 39 180 77 .. .. 32000

pili1n
Aggregate 0.8 7.7 130 360 1100 36 54 6 810
(_9$4$7)2)
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C. Gulf of Bothnia

tonnes/year

Hg Cd Pb Cu Zn Cr Ni As Fe

Inu
Sweden (1987) 0.07 0.20 2.5 10 32 0.3 0.4 8.6
Finland ((1987) 0.03 0.14 1.8 11 137 66 30 0.1 18000

Mcipa1ities
Sweden (1980-83) .. 0.12 <1 3 12 <1 <1 -

Finland (1980-83) <0.08 0,12 <4 <5 <27 .. .. -

Rivers
Sweden (1984-87) <2 2 23 390 1400 .. .. .. 40000
Finland (1985-86) <2 2.2 29 92 550 129 .. (<50) 82000
Tomionjoki’ < 0.07 3.1 13 3$ 13 .. < 13000

Deposition
Aggregate 1 11 180 500 1600 100 80 10 1150
(1984•$7)2)

‘According to Finnish measurements 1985-86.
2) See references in section 5.

Since estimates of the atmospheric deposition are based on different studies carried
out on land and at the coast, there is some uncertainty about the results. Estimates of
river transportation are also unreliable.

With the aim of creating a picture of the possibility of influencing atmospheric
deposition and river transportation, emissions into the runoff area of the Gulf of
Bothnia below the system of lakes have been collocated in Table 19, page 40. We
now have data from which the following conclusions, at least, can be drawn:

— It should he possible to reduce industrial emissions ofjjand cadmium to
the atmosphere, particularly in the Bothnian Bay, where they have been extensive
in comparison with the deposition. It should also be possible to keep down
emissjons of cadmium to water.

— The proportion of i4 emissions accounted for by motor vehicles is pronounced
and their contribution to the deposition on the Gulf of Bothnia is probably high.

— The reasons for the high concentrations of copper in the water from Swedish rivers
are unclear. Emissions of copper to the atmosphere in southwest Finland should
be reduced.

— The supply especially to the Swedish coast in the southern part of the Gulf
of Bothnia (via the River Dal), ought to he reduced. The proportion of deposition
accouiited for by emissions to the atmosphere appears to he quite small, however.

— Emissions of chromium to the southern part of the Gulf of Bothnia and emissions
at the northern part from finnish industry have been extensive in relation to river
transportation and atmospheric deposition. It should he possible to reduce these
emissions to a lower level.

— The addition of nickel from Finnish industry may constitute a risk factor but its
relative importance is not clear.
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fig. 7. The metal load on the
Gulf of Bothnia and its
distribution by souree around
the middle of the 1980s,
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Table 19. Emissions from industry, including mines (1987), municipalities (1980-83)
and motor traffic (1986), into the Gulfof Bothnia’s runoff area below the system ofiakes.

A. Northern part of the Gulf of Bothnia

tonneslyear

Hg Cd Pb Cu Zn Cr Ni As Fe

to water
Sweden 0.06 0.24 3.2 9.6 45 0.2 0.3 8.8
Finland 0.03 0.14 0.01 2.9 27 9.1 21 0.1 305

to air
Sweden 0.5 1.5 75 46 73 1 0.4 12 735
Finland (1986)1) 0.08 0.85 0.5 - 120 22 2.4 1.7 60

Municipalities
to water
Sweden .. 0.04 <0.5 1 3 <0.5 <0.5 -

Finland <0.02 <0,04 <1 <1 <7 .. .. -

Motorffic
to air
Sweden - - .. - - - - - -

Finland - - 40 - - - - -

B. $outhern part of the Gulf of Bothnia and Archipelago Sea

tonnes/year

Hg Cd Pb Cu Zn Cr Ni As Fe

to water
Sweden 0.01 0.5 2.3 9.7 600 4 1.3 0.1 68
Finland 0.03 0.5 3.1 20 126 58 24 3.3 18000

to air
Sweden 0.0$ 0.02 1 0.1 2.3 1 0.5 - 2
Finland (19$6)’ 0.4 2 60 305 200 1 86 15

to water
Sweden .. 0.08 <0.5 2 9 <0.5 <0.5 -

Finland <0.06 <0.08 <3 <4 <20 .. .. -

Motor trafflc
to air
Sweden - - .. - - - - - -

Finland - - 40 - - - - - -
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C. Gulf of Bothnia

__________
_

Hg Cd Ph Cu Zn Cr Ni As Fe

to water
Sweden 0 0 70 5 19 646 4 1.6 89
Finland 0M6 065 3J 23 150 6? 45 3.4 18300

to air
Sweden 06 L5 76 46 75 2 1 12 740
Finland (1986)1) 05 .9 60 305 320 23 88 17 60

Municipallti
to water
Sweden 0J2 <1 3 12 <1 <1
Finland <00$ OJ? s4 <5 <27

Motorf0c
to air
Sweden - - - - - -

Finland 80 - -

‘Estimated from EMEP map (fi. 5) and Tahle 6.

— Emissons ofjj the v. aL and the atmt sphere are stili large in relation to
river transportation and atmnspheric deposition.

— Emissions of11211 from Fr nsh industry to the southern part of the GuifofBothnia
are stili extensive,

As has been described iii earher sections, a whoie series of measures - the effects of
which are not reflected in tables 16 and 17 - has aiso been taken during the past two
years. These measures and h )Se whch it ja aiready known vi1l he taken before
1995, are reflected to seme cx enti th above forecast of emissions to water in 1995.
Taking into consideration the measures that have aiready been implemented, and
measures that have been more or Iess decided on, it is possible in conclusion to
indicate some of the prohlem areas wflich still do not seem to have been satisfactorily
solved, Such remainir g proilem areis conceming the metal load on the Gulf of
Bothnia are at least the followt ig.

— emissions of rnercury, eadmum and lead to the atmosphere ought to be reduced

— the diffuse supply o n ete e and cadmium to nvers and the possible significance
of commereial fer i a ne pe t id ought to he studied

— the reasons for the differences in the results of Swedish and finnish analyses of
copper and orher met&s ii’. nves ought to he studied

— leakage from mmi g as cd po am d refuse dumps should be remedied in order
to reduce the supply il zm’., ete

— emissions of iron. aine and chromiumr whieh are discharged directly into the
Bothnian Sem Irom the F nish i aniumr dioxide manufacturing plant should be
reduced
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— emissions of several metais which are discharged directly into the Bothnian Bay
from both Swedish and Finnish industry ought to be reduced

— emissions of metais from the forest industry should be surveyed

— sufficientiy effective control of discharges and emissions and uniform reporting
of emission data are necessary

— reiiable data for estimating leakage from old mining waste deposits and refuse
dumps, as well as for estimating municipal emissions, should be obtained

— measurement of river transportation should be harmonized

— knowledge about the large quantities of metais deposited in the GulfofBothnia’s
sediment should be improved

— preparedness in the event of increased mobilization of toxic effects in the Gulf of
Bothnia or its subsidiary areas is necessary.

finally, it can be established that the metal load on the Gulf of Bothnia has been so
great that hannfui effects on bioiogical material have been shown. It is often difficuit
to say which metal or metais give rise to a certain effect. It is also possible that other
effects occur with such a long delay that they have stiil not been discovered and that
climatic changes and synergistic effects, for example, or other disequilibriums in the
sea environment, will give rise to new serious situations and toxicological conse
quences. There is therefore every reason to reduce the load of ali metais as much as
possible. Reducing emissions to water and the atmosphere should be effected by
using the best available technology on the industrial and municipal emission sources
which affect the Gulf of Bothnia,
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